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47070A
Fully Automatic ATF Flush Machine
The Alemlube 47070A is a fully automatic ATF flush machine that replaces up to 99% of a vehicle’s transmission fluid.
The machine will complete a full exchange of ATF in the entire auto transmission including the cooler, converter and hose line,
thus preventing damage to the auto transmission and power drops due to residual old ATF.
In the event of reverse connection of INPUT and OUTPUT between transmission and oil exchange, the direction of the flow is reversed
with the touch of a button so that the machine operates correctly.
The 47070A fully automatic ATF flush machine can accurately measure the volume of new and old fluids and then exchange the fluids
of the vehicle without the necessity of a level guage. Old fluid extracted from the vehicle can be drained directly from the 47070A to an
external drainer.
Once the machine is filled with the appropriate ATF and the waste fluid tank is empty, connect the machine to the vehicle (usually at the
cooler line/radiator) using the suitable fittings, plug into a 240V power supply and switch on.
Select the amount of fluid to be exchanged using the SET amount buttons and start the vehicle. Be sure that the check ball in the sight
glass rises, then press START. When the exchange process is complete a buzzer will sound after which the ATF level in the transmission
should be checked using the dipstick and manually adjusted if necessary.
The 47070A certainly takes the guesswork out of ATF exchange and does it with ease, cleanly and efficiently.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS, FEATURES AND BENEFITS
240V operation
22L new fluid tank capacity (or 205L drum)
22L old fluid tahnk capacity (or waste oil drainer)
Complete ATF exchange achieved in 15 minutes or less
ATF temperature must read less than 100º on the temperature meter
No need to tie up a vehicle hoist
Sturdy, robust and compact design
Dimension: 535mm(W) x 510mm(D) x 1,100mm(H)
Weight: 80kg approximately
Supplied with full operating instuctions
Can be used to exchange bus and truck ATF
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